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Acceptable Forms of Covid Testing

Greetings from the AMUN Secretariat.

We strongly encourage all participants to get the bivalent booster vaccination (the omicron variant),

but we will accept participants who have completed their full initial vaccination and EITHER:

1. A booster shot after 15 July; OR

2. For those who are unable to obtain a booster, proof the participant is negative for

COVID-19 within 72 hours prior to the start of Conference on 19 November.

Please read further for additional information on acceptable forms of COVID Testing and Masking.

Accepted Covid Testing
If you are unable to provide proof of booster shot received after 15 July, for admittance into the

2022 Conference you must provide proof of a negative COVID infection test taken within 72 hours

of AMUN’s Conference registration taking place on 19 November. We will accept COVID testing

from labs, pharmacies and/or home testing. For a lab or pharmacy test, you are required to present

the official documentation from the testing provider plus a photo ID. For a home test, you are

required to present a picture that includes:

1. The negative test clearly visible,

2. One of the following: your photo ID (state id or collage photo id); passport; or your face

and

3. Something that shows the date of 11/16/2022 or later (e.g., a digital timestamp,

newspaper or clock).



Example of acceptable proof of negative Covid Test

Masking Requirements
As a reminder, AMUN will require masking on all conference levels. Any participant not

wearing a mask or wearing a mask inappropriately will be given the opportunity to adjust or put on

their mask. Any participant failing to comply may be asked to leave the conference floor. We have

chosen to continue this policy out of an abundance of caution and the consideration of the

heightened risks associated with the type of travel required for most participants to reach Chicago.

The health and safety of our staff, hotel staff, and all conference participants is, and always will be,

our highest priority.

Masks must properly fit over the nose, mouth, and chin. Disposable “surgical” masks, fabric masks

and other filtration masks, such as N95 or KN95 masks, are all acceptable. For more information on

appropriate masks please refer to the CDC standards.

Questions, Comments or Concerns?

If you have any questions about this email, please contact us directly at mail@amun.org and we will

be happy to help. As always, if you are no longer the primary contact for your school’s Model UN

club or class, please contact us at mail@amun.org with updated contact information or fill out our

Change of Address/Contact form online.

Good luck on your preparations,

Christina R. Johnson Shannon L. Dunn

2022 Secretary-General AMUN Executive Director

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for Conference updates and
United Nations news and content.

You can review this and all conference communications at https://www.amun.org/conference-mailings/
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